
Wildwood welcomes 
responsible dog 
owners!

Please remember that 
not all people are dog 
lovers and these people 
also holiday here in this 
beautiful log house.

As dog owners ourselves we are happy for you to 
bring your dog on holiday to enjoy this wonderful 
location, however as with most things in life it 
only takes one thoughtless dog owner to spoil the 
opportunity for others and lead to a ban on all dogs, 
which would be a shame as both you and your dog 
deserve a holiday.

We clear up everytime 
after our dog and expect 
you to do the same 
with your dogs. We 
provide a shovel (please 
clean in the soil NOT 
in the house) for you to 
undertake the simple 
task of clearing up your 

dogs parcels. It is not fair to leave it lying around for 
the next guest to tread in or for the children to be 
exposed to it and the risk of disease that it carries. 
If you clear up every time your dog produces and 
have a final check about prior to departure we will 
be able to avoid complaints from the next guests. 
If an accident occurs in the house please clean up 
immediately and disinfect the area. Make sure the 
parcel goes in the outside bin in a bag.

Please take your dog to 
the area up on the bank 
behind the shed and 
stables and away from 
the lawned areas as 
children play here.

Please make sure that 
NO muddy dogs go into 
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the house. There is a bucket under the sink in the 
Boot Room that you can use to wash your dog 
down. Please then dry your dog off properly so that 
they do not shake inside the house.

Thoughtful dog owners are welcome here!

Please do not leave your dog alone in the property, 
take them with you when you go out, after all it is 
THEIR holiday too!

At home your dog may be allowed on the furniture 
but NOT here!

Please keep you dog off the furniture and beds. 
Think carefully where your dog will sleep and bring 
their own bed or crate with you.

Under no 
circumstances are 
dogs allowed on the 
furniture!

During the summer 
months ticks are present 
in the undergrowth. 
Make sure your dog is 
treated with Frontline tick 

repellent or similar and always check your dog after 
a walk.
Please be aware of the spiral staircase. We 
appreciate that the lounge is upstairs but your dog 
uses the staircase at your risk.

We hope you and your dog enjoy your holiday and 
look forward to welcoming responsible owners back 
next year.

If you don’t own a dog we hope that you will not 
notice that a dog has been here before you.

Regards Wildwood

web: http://www.wildwoodlogcabin.co.uk/
email: info2@www.wildwoodlogcabin.co.uk
Tel: 01892 662991


